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1) An electron in a hydrogen atom undergoes a transition from an unknown initial state ni

to a final state nF3, emitting a photon with wavelength = 1290 nm.

ldentify the initial state and the region of the electromagnetic spectrum in which the

emitted light is observed.

a
TJ

o
o
o

How many radial and angular nodes does a 4d orbital possess?

o
o
C
e

o
o
o
C

ni=5, infrared

n,=4, infrared

ni=6, infrared

ni=4, radio

n,=5, radio

ni=6, radio

Ql nr^

l>4o nrtt 37 /\;
L

2) For a hydrogen atom or one-electron ion, how many atomic orbitals share the same

principle quantum number n?

n-t
n+1

2n

n2

radial = 0, angular = 3

radial = 1, angular = 2

radial = 2, angular = 1

radial = 3, angular = 0

,n-l- L' ,adtal
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3) Select the best Lewis structure for sulfur dioxide, Soz.

c

o

ot( ockk firtl,ko'r{-

"y**aY.'fln
: o-s-o .,

o

L'-J-U

o C

.\-r.\-o.\,-\/ \).

Does the structure you selected have a non-zero dipole moment?

o Yes

No

4) Lewis structures are shown below for four different molecules' Which of these

molecules is chiral? Mark all that apply.

W
o

o

*

C

. ct-c-Br :

;

I

l
H

ct-
-Br:

H

I

I

H

o

t r-L,-u H-S-H
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5) lonization is the process of removing an electron from an atom. For an atom x, the first

and second ionizations are given by the following equations.

First ionization: X (e) + Xt (C) + e-

Second ionization: X. (g) + X2* (g) + e'

Which element in the second period has the highest second ionization energy?

O

o
o
C

o
o
o
C

Li

Be

N

o

F

\J

o
(,

o

(t-in) k'Lro *"fff*'^
-+ d'it{4df k l*4L

"^Atl^t' 
&*o'^

<s.,gr to

& qlk

B

c Ne

Which element in the second period has the lowest second ionization energy?

Ne

o
o
o

Li

Be

N

o

F

[Bet) LsL ZsL cl5-6*"tt'a't

l,aat- an Ql'ohr'4

dnleA sl"ill
..>

B

c
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5) This question concerns elements in the fourth row of the periodic table, such as vanadium

(V) and chromium (Cr).

i. what is the full electronic configuration for vanadium? (Do not worry about possible

exceptions to the standard Aufbau rules.)

LsL Ls' 2p
L

3
L

3 ' +r'&dtS r

How many valence electrons does a vanadium atom have? Consider all electrons in the

4s, 3d, and 4p orbitals to be part of the valence shell.

.

t 4s t Z i/1 34]ZIA
o{ Final Answer

electronsV
c 5c d

Now consider a diatomic molecule V2 composed of two covalently bonded vanadium

atoms. Draw a Lewis structure for this molecule, assuming that the octet rule applaes to

its valence electrons. What bond order is suggested by your structure?

9 valvrz r./q'I-ftns =)

V

Sirvulu'h *o6ant

V !

-+ tnf(-e b""d'

Bond Order3
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Some of the molecular orbitals for bonding in V2 involve d orbitals.

The picture below shows a d orbital centered on one vanadium atom, together with a d orbital

centered on the other vanadium atom. The two V nuclei are located on the z axis, as indicated

by the black spheres (or dashed outlines where they are obscured by other surfaces).

r

vana ium van tum
nucleus #1

Figure 1

Gray and white lobes in this picture depict isosurfaces of the two d-orbital wavefunctions.

White lobes indicate a positive value of the atomic wavefunction, and gray lobes indicate a

negative value of the atomic wavefunction. Each of these orbitals therefore has two nodal

planes: One is perpendicular to the z axis. The other is the yz-plane, which runs through both

nuclei.

When the two nuclei are brought together along the z axis, hybridizing the d orbitals in

Figure 1 produces one or more molecular orbitals. Which of the following molecular

orbitals can be formed by adding or subtracting the atomic orbitals shown in Figure 1?

(Check all that apply.) Note: the nuclei cannot move off the z axis.

,

a

o
o
o
o

o bonding orbital

d. antibonding orbital

n bonding orbital

fi. antibonding orbital

n w"%
qb

Y. K-^ ,E
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The picture below shows a different pair of d orbitals, one centered on each nucleus. ln this

case the nuclei are completely obscured by the wavefunction's isosurfaces, so they are shown

as dashed outlines. The nodal surfaces for these two orbitals do not include the z axis.

r

vanadium
nucleus #1

vanadiu m
nucleus #2

Figu?e 2

When the two nuclei are brought together along the z axis, hybridizing the d orbitals in

Figure 2 produces one or more molecular orbitals. Which of the following molecular

orbitals can be formed by adding or subtracting the atomic orbitals shown in Figure 2?

(Check all that apply.) Note: the nuclei cannot move off the z axis.

o bonding orbital

o' antibonding orbital

zr bonding orbital

fit antibonding orbital

+

)*

c
c
C

o @t
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The diagram below shows all the molecular orbitals available to valence electrons in our

analysis of Vz. Orbitals marked with a * are antibonding orbitals; all others are bonding orbitals.

(Note: Orbitals labeled 6 have two nodal planes passing through the bonded nuclei, but this

detail is not important for the exam.)

Complete this molecular orbital diagram for the ground state of V2. Specifically,

populate the orbitals with valence electrons. (Consider all electrons from the 4s, 3d, and

4p atomic orbitals to be part of the valence shell.) lndicate the spin of each electron.

vii. Based on your molecular orbital diagram in part (vi), what is the bond order of Vu ? Do

you expect the molecule to be magnetic?

to dxhou
{.uf..fl ^8

Eln

fur er,.cA V-,

u"e fwvt- b
e***otl

dio

- 

osd

- 

o3d

11, -lFa,o+--*F"o
#on'

O az.h aor..&'6 ruu 55 6o.^/",}* f-rt -

""f,*A"")'*"u
Bo=

No =) dr C

N O rvr.gnetic (yes or no)

5 Bond order
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Assume that the diatomic Cr2 molecule involves the same set of molecular orbitals,

whose energies are ordered in the same way. Do you expect the dissociation energy of

Cr2 to be larger or smaller than the dissociation energy of v2? Explain your reasoning.

Which do you expect to have the larger electron affinity, cr2 or cr2- ? Give a clear reason

for your expectation.

v t.

tx.

U l^s-( h*s *^arc &,clntv +lro* hil
+t,L {zd bodi'fr orbihl'

) 110=6 * b;'A rs tWT
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2
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7) ln class, we used the hydrogen atom as a model to describe the electron configuration of

many-electron atoms. For this question, you will do the same with a modified version of the

hydrogen atom, where the orbital energies have been shifted by an external force on the

electron. (ln the laboratory, this force could be achieved by applying an electric field to the

atom.)

The 1s ground state of our modified hydrogen atom is unchanged by the external force,

El"=-RY,

where Ry is the Rydberg energy.

Ihe zpx and zpy orbitals are also unaffected by the external force,

Ero,= Err, = -7'
Due to the external force, the 2s and 2p, orbitals become mixed, and the hybridized orbitals

are no longer degenerate with the rest of the second shell. These hybrids (labeled "2s - 2p,"

and "2s + 2p,") have energies:

Rv
Ez,-zp,= -t+26

Rv
Ezs+zpz= -; -26

ln the above expressions, 6 is a positive constant indicating the stre

Ls+\* %.
€u-T*

E

external rce

oo

b

Which of the following energy level diagrams describes this force-modified hydrogen

atom?

o

2s - 2p, 2s + zpz

Zpx zpy zpz zp, zpy 2p, Zpy

2s + 2pz 2s - zpz

1s1s1s
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Using Aufbau and Pauli principles, Hund's rule, and the orbital labels and energies given

above, determine the electron configuration of an oxygen atom in the presence of the

external force. Be specific about which orbitals are occupied (for example, if the 2p' and

2py orbitals are the only ones occupied, you should write ZptrZptr insread of 2p41.

.

I .

OIff^ & ils-troru

1s'
L L L

/81 ) Configuration

Using the same rules as in part (b), determine the electron confiSuration of a carbon

atom in the presence of the external force'

U'tS,'m L dr,clwy,t

Lr'(>rrzp$4!
L

Configuration
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Suppose that the ordering of orbital energies described above was called into question

for multi-electron atoms. Specifically, someone suggests that screening causes the

degenerate 2p, and 2py orbitals of force-modified atoms to have an energy that is

higher than all of the other a = 2 orbitals. Could this issue of orbital energy ordering be

resolved by measuring the magnetism of carbon and/or oxygen atoms in the presence

of the external force? Check all that apply and explain your reasoning in 1-2 sentences.

o
o
e
C

No.

Yes, measuring the magnetism of carbon alone would be sufficient. 
I b"+h o 

?
Yes, measuring the magnetism of orygen alone would be sufficient. J

Yes, but the magnetism of both carbon and orygen would need to be measured.

6cnt s*ort

Exptanation: Ni'l'{^ U.Dfflr't ardJlrt,*, it Cot-bat is

na*hr,fr-c' tir-o^ we {/-A.slN t"r.fu-e,ahn is wrdy\ft'
,^,# ,,, nVrl;a ry,tr ,;ffiWi"^ ,a t,,,ay-ht , t^t4

; ffiW,* atu,,r Ap,^ tu,@ -r",x

consider excited states of a carbon atom in the presence of the external force. starting

with the ground state, these excited states are produced by promoting an electron to a

higher energy orbital. During the transition the spin of this electron does not change,

and Pauli's exclusion principle must be obeyed.

Draw energy level diagrams below for the excited states of force-modified carbon with

the two /owest energies. lndicate the occupation of each orbital, and the spin(s) of

electron(s) that populate them.

+ B-4,

z?r,41 
,

Ls-4,

+t
+ 2s+4t

4t a*

+ + 4,4J

E
Lsr4.

+ 1s
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As the strength 6 of the external force increases, do you expect fluorine's ionization

energy to increase or decrease, or should it stay the same? What about its electron

affinity? Explain your reasoninB in 1-2 sentences.

Hint: it might be helpful to consider the electronic configurations of F', F and F'.

o
o
o
o
o

F U,uen),u- 1 d'ntottt =) C L v (zsI 7?1 )
/ 2?:2P;

-4)i
Explanation: s

+
1t1v

4b

1t

t2S

tu{"vri,* aa e}u*no't
al.A\ u* dtnlrrn

*#Sf "'bihl)

Ai ( I wgt- *rrtJ)
-+ I 5

U
0lo'il ( r"'J fc u'ah

-; I !
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lonization energy and electron affinity should both increase.

lonization energy and electron affinity should both decrease.

lonization energy should increase, and electron affinity should decrease.

lonization energy should decrease, and electron affinity should increase.

Neither ionization energy nor electron affinity should change.


